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Heat transport through a solid–solid junction:
the interface as an autonomous thermodynamic
system
Riccardo Rurali,*a Luciano Colombo,abc Xavier Cartoixa`,d Øivind Wilhelmsen,ef
Thuat T. Trinh,e Dick Bedeauxe and Signe Kjelstrup*e
We perform computational experiments using nonequilibrium mole-
cular dynamics simulations, showing that the interface between two
solid materials can be described as an autonomous thermodynamic
system. We verify the local equilibrium and give support to the Gibbs
description of the interface also away from the global equilibrium. In
doing so, we reconcile the common formulation of the thermal
boundary resistance as the ratio between the temperature discontinuity
at the interface and the heat flux with a more rigorous derivation from
nonequilibrium thermodynamics. We also show that thermal boundary
resistance of a junction between two pure solid materials can be
regarded as an interface property, depending solely on the interface
temperature, as implicitly assumed in some widely used continuum
models, such as the acoustic mismatch model. Thermal rectification
can be understood on the basis of diﬀerent interface temperatures for
the two flow directions.
Introduction
The autonomous or self-contained thermodynamic nature of
the interface has long been a topic of discussion.1–4 This is not
surprising as the interface between two material phases ceases
to exist in the absence of the materials that make it up. While
some studies5,6 support the idea that it is a two-dimensional
thermodynamic system,1,4 others reject it.2,3
The discussion originates in the formulation first made
by Gibbs.7 He proposed that the interface is an autonomous
thermodynamic system, when described by excess densities,
and that thermodynamic relationships can be written for these
variables. The interface is autonomous in the sense that all its
properties are univocally determined by such local variables.
The description was developed under equilibrium conditions,
but later it has been used successfully out of global equilibrium
as well8 to model, in particular, the liquid–vapor phase transi-
tions.5,6,9 In nonequilibrium, these assumptions imply that an
interface can sustain a temperature, which is both compatible
with its thermodynamic definition and is a local (i.e. different
from the surroundings) property that follows from its auto-
nomous character. All excess densities of an autonomous
interface will depend on this temperature and not on the
temperatures in the adjacent phases. The autonomous nature
of a solid–solid interface provides a rigorous justification for
tabulating the Kapitza resistance as a junction property, which
is independent of the applied thermal bias and where the
relevant variable is the interface temperature.
The reluctance in adopting this picture, rather than con-
ceptual, was mostly due to the diﬃculty of measuring such an
interface temperature. Accordingly, under nonequilibrium con-
ditions it was natural to assign to the interface an average
temperature, hiding its autonomous nature and hinting that its
properties depend on the overall thermodynamic conditions,
e.g. the thermal bias, rather than on its own thermodynamic
variables.
Numerical simulations have supported the formulation of
Gibbs, which implies a local equilibrium at the interface.5,6,9
Support has also been obtained from diﬀuse interface
theories.10–12 However, all these results were obtained for
the liquid–vapor interface. In this paper we provide evidence
that this property also holds for solid–solid interfaces by
performing a controlled set with computational experiments
of the Si/Ge interface, namely the prototypical semiconductor
heterojunction in many nanotechnology applications of
current interest. In doing so, we also give a rigorous theo-
retical foundation to the common formulation of the Kapitza
resistance.
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Computational methods
We perform nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simula-
tions of a Si/Ge interface with a bond-order potential.13,14 We use a
timestep of 0.7 fs and run the simulation for 5.25 ns. The non-
equilibrium conditions when performing our investigation are
achieved by connecting the ends of the computational cell with
two Nose´–Hoover thermostats at temperatures TH and TC, with
TH 4 TC, and letting the rest of the system evolve without
additional constraints. In this way, a temperature gradient builds
up along the transport direction15 and the steady state is reached
after approximately 1 ns. The heat current is calculated as the
energy per unit time that each thermostat exchanges with the rest
of the system. The fact that these quantities are equal inmagnitude
and opposite in sign for the two thermostats, i.e. the hot reservoir
injects the same amount of energy that the cold reservoir extracts,
is taken as an additional proof that a robust steady state is reached.
Heat flows along the [100] crystallographic direction, which we take
to be the x-axis (see Fig. 1a for a sketch of the computational
setup).16 We study a sample made by 110  5  5 replicas of the
8-atom unit cell of a diamond crystal with a pseudomorphic lattice
parameter a0 = (aSi + aGe)/2 = 5.54 Å. A 5  5 cross-section has been
previously shown to yield a converged value for Si bulk systems.17
The selected cell length Lx along the transport direction, on the
other hand, is well below the maximum mean free path of
microscopic heat carriers in the corresponding bulk systems.
Systematic studies showed that large cells are indeed needed as
well to obtain a quantitative estimate of interface properties,18
despite their rather local character.15 Nevertheless, here we are
concerned with a proof of concept investigation on the character of
the interface as a system, rather than with predicting exact values
for some specific interface quantity. Therefore, while the absolute
numbers that we here calculate and discuss are likely system-
dependent, the general conclusions drawn about the autonomous
thermodynamic nature of the Si/Ge interface will be robust.
Definition of the interface
The first step of our study is the definition of the interface. For
a solid–solid interface the actual implementation of the above
Gibbs formulation can be simply recast in terms of a suitable
structural property P(x), assuming different bulk-like values in
the left and right lead far away from the interface. We therefore
proceed as follows. We carried out a structural relaxation to
find the optimal internal geometry of the Si/Ge heterojunction,
at constant volume. Periodic boundary conditions were applied
along the directions perpendicular to the heat transport. We
used a standard conjugate gradient algorithm and considered
that the system was relaxed when all the forces on the atoms
were lower than 0.001 eV Å1. Next we calculated the average
first nearest-neighbor distance in regions of thickness a0 as a
function of x and used its variation across the Si/Ge boundary to
define the Gibbs interface. The results are plotted in Fig. 1b. Far
enough from the ends and from the interface the density is
constant and, in each of the halves, has the same value as in bulk
Si and bulk Ge. A segment of material whose average first next-
neighbor distance deviates more than two standard deviations
from the reference value is considered as belonging to the interface.
This procedure gives an estimate of the interface thickness of
16.6 Å, i.e. 12 layers of the diamond lattice. It also leads to the
interesting result that the interface region lies entirely in the Si half
of the system, i.e. the last Ge bilayer, right before the heterojunction,
has the same structural features as bulk Ge and relaxation eﬀects all
take place in Si. Therefore, the chemical interface (where the
chemical identity of the atoms that occupy the zinc-blende lattice
changes, dashed line in Fig. 1b) and the thermodynamic interface
(defined through the variation of a suitable property P(x), shaded
area in Fig. 1b) do not match. Notice that this conclusion is not
general and depends on specific conditions (choice of lattice
parameter, constant volume), which nevertheless reflect a possible
experimental situation, of these calculations. Yet, these results
show that such a decoupling is at least in principle possible.
Thermodynamic autonomy of the
interface
Once the interface has been defined, we verify the hypothesis of
local equilibrium. We have studied the internal energy Us under
diﬀerent thermodynamic conditions. We first run a series of
equilibrium MD runs. In order to allow comparisons with
nonequilibrium calculations we use the NEMD configuration
Fig. 1 (a) Computational setup. The central region, where a thermal gradient
builds up and all magnitudes are averaged, is sandwiched by the thermostats
and by two frozen regions. Periodic boundary conditions are applied along
the direction perpendicular to heat flow. (b) Average first-neighbor distances
as a function of x. The inset shows a magnified view of the interface region;
the interface is displayed as a shaded region and the boundary between Si
and Ge is indicated by a dashed line. More than two standard deviations from
the bulk values (horizontal dashed lines) are taken as an indicator of being in
the interface region. In these sketches Si lies to the left of the interface and Ge
to the right. (c) A typical temperature profile, T(x), along the heat transport
direction (TH = 500 K and TC = 100 K, in this case). The interface temperature,
T s, is calculated from the average kinetic energy of the atoms belonging to
the interface region; T i and T o (see the text) are estimated by extrapolating
the linear fit of T(x) in the Si and Ge regions up to the interface boundaries
(see the magnified views of the insets).
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illustrated in Fig. 1a also at equilibrium, but set both thermo-
stats at the same temperature. Next, we perform a similar set of
calculations, but this time we apply DT = 200 K. The values of
the mean temperature (TH + TC)/2 are then set the same as in
the equilibrium calculations. In both cases we calculate the
average internal energy of the interface:
hUsi = hEski + hEspi, (1)
where Esk and E
s
p are obtained by summing the kinetic and
potential energies per atom over all the atoms that we established
belonged to the interface region, thus obtaining the kinetic and
potential energies of the interface region. The temperature of the
interface region, Ts, is determined from the average kinetic energy
hEski of the atoms therein as:
T s ¼ 2 E
s
k
 
3kB
; (2)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant (of course in the equili-
brium calculations Ts = TH = TC, within numerical errors). All
time averages are taken over the last 3 ns of the simulation.
In Fig. 2 we plot the internal energy of the interface as a
function of the interface temperature for both the equilibrium
and nonequilibrium conditions, which result in a qualitative
and quantitative agreement, within the accuracy of the calculation.
This result strongly supports the view of the solid–solid interface as
an autonomous thermodynamic system. Our calculations show
that no matter what the overall thermodynamic conditions of the
system are, and we tested this hypothesis under conditions as
different as equilibrium and nonequilibrium, the internal energy
of the interface only depends on its temperature and not on the
overall thermal bias conditions. These results also support that
the local equilibrium, one of the underlying assumptions of
nonequilibrium thermodynamics and thermodynamic modeling
at large, holds. In other words, one can define a small enough
piece of material which can be considered in equilibrium and
assign to it a temperature, obeying T = (qU/qS)V,N, even under
considerably out-of-equilibrium conditions. In what follows, to
further test the hypothesis of local equilibrium, we calculate the
thermal boundary resistance under different nonequilibrium
conditions. Notice that the derivative of the internal energy with
respect to the temperature at constant volume is the heat capacity,
i.e. the amount of heat required to change the temperature of a
given system by one degree. We can therefore define and calculate
the heat capacity of the interface as
C sV ¼
@Us
@T
 
V
(3)
We found that the heat capacity of the interface was the
same at equilibrium and nonequilibrium, and for the system
studied, we estimated CsV to be 29 J K
1 mol1. We performed
the same calculation, but restricting this time to a region of Si
suﬃciently far from the interface and the cell boundary,
obtaining a value of 33 J K1 mol1. We understand that both
values of the heat capacity calculated at the interface and far
away from it are not accurate since the present simulations do
not have any quantum features, unlike that included in the
more precise prediction in ref. 19 for bulk-like Si. Furthermore,
the structure investigated here has, by construction, a pseudo-
morphic lattice meaning that both Si and Ge slabs are in fact
under strain, so that the actual value of their heat capacity is
expected to diﬀer from the bulk-like one. Nevertheless, we
remark that their relative diﬀerence (as large as 15%) is in fact
meaningful, carrying important qualitative information, namely,
the additional proof of the thermodynamic autonomy of the
interface with respect to the neighboring bulk-like regions.
If the interface is an autonomous thermodynamic system, its
thermal resistance can be treated as a system variable that depends
solely on the interface temperature. To calculate the interface
thermal resistance we need the temperature discontinuity across
the interface. We then extrapolate the linear dependence of T(x)
in the Si and Ge regions to the interface boundaries and obtain
T i and T o (see Fig. 1c); the linear fits are performed conveniently
far from the thermostats and from the interface. The ratio of the
temperature jump
DT s = T o  T i, (4)
and the heat flux is the Kapitza resistance and it is customarily
used as a measure of interface thermal resistance.20–23
The present nonequilibrium thermodynamics approach proceeds
along a diﬀerent path. At the interface, the entropy production
associated with the transport of heat9 is
ss ¼ J i 1
T s
 1
T i
 
þ Jo 1
T o
 1
T s
 
(5)
where J i( J o) is the heat flux entering (exiting) the interface and
T i and T o are the temperatures of the boundaries of the inter-
face, as defined in Fig. 1c. In the stationary state J i = J o = J and
the resulting force–flux relations read
1
T s
 1
T i
¼ rs;iJ (6)
1
To
 1
T s
¼ rs;oJ (7)
The coefficients in these equations are interface resistivity
coefficients and have the dimensionality of a resistivity of a bulk
Fig. 2 Internal energy of the interface as a function of the interface
temperature under equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions.
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homogeneous phase times a length (the interface thickness);
rs,i(rs,o) is the resistivity to heat flux between the material on the
left (right) side and the interface. It follows that the interface
thermal resistance is
rs ¼ rs;i þ rs;o ¼ 1
J
1
T s
 1
T i
 
þ 1
J
1
To
 1
T s
 
¼ 1
J
1
To
 1
T i
 
(8)
emphasizing the fact that the actual thermal driving force is the
inverse temperature.9
We use eqn (8) to calculate r s for diﬀerent nonequilibrium
conditions. We apply DT of 200 and 400 K and a reverse bias
of DT = 400 K. In each case we consider several average
temperatures (TH + TC)/2 in order to sample many interface
temperatures, T s. In Fig. 3 we plot r s as a function of T s. This
plot shows clearly that rs indeed depends only on T s: irrespec-
tive of the overall thermodynamic conditions, each value of T s
is associated with a corresponding r s. We make the same plot
for the more common Kapitza resistance, rK = DT s/J (bottom
panel), and obtain very similar conclusions. Indeed, rK can be
obtained, to the lowest order in the temperature diﬀerence,
from rs by multiplying it by (T s)2, as shown in Table 1.
If one writes Fourier’s law, in its integral form, for the
entire system
DT = RtotSJ (9)
whereRtot is the total thermal resistance and S the cross-section,
and compares it with eqn (8), it is straightforward to show that
DT s ¼ r
sT iTo
RtotS
DT (10)
Hence the temperature discontinuity, DT s, should be linear in
the applied temperature bias, DT, for a given value of the
interface temperature T s (notice that T iT o B (T s)2). For this
purpose we performed an additional series of NEMD calcula-
tions where, for (TH + TC)/2 = 300 K, we varied DT = TH  TC. The
results, displayed in Fig. 4b, also confirmed that these additional
conditions were nicely fulfilled. Notice, however, that the inter-
face temperature is only approximately constant throughout the
investigated range of DT (see Fig. 4a); consequently, DT s exhibits
a small, but non-negligible superlinearity.
We conclude our study with a final remark on thermal
rectification, i.e. the preferential flow of heat in one direction.24
Previous studies have demonstrated that the diﬀerent tempera-
ture dependences of the thermal conductivity of two materials
result in some degree of rectification when they are brought
Fig. 3 (Top) Interface thermal resistance calculated from eqn (8). (Bottom)
Kapitza resistance calculated as DT s/J. The need for better statistics at low
temperature results in minor discrepancies for T s4 200 K (not appreciable
in the log-scale of the upper panel).
Table 1 Comparison between the Kapitza resistance and the renorma-
lized interface thermal resistance of eqn (8) in the case of DT = 200 K.
A renormalization factor of TiTo would yield strictly the same values. Here
we use (T s)2, a more consistent choice within the formalism of non-
equilibrium thermodynamics, which gives only an approximate (in general
T sa
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
T iTo
p
) though excellent, agreement (unless at the lowest tempera-
ture studied). Resistance units are in m2 K W1
T s rK r s(T s)2
47.7 1.2  108 3.0  108
101.4 8.5  109 8.7  109
169.8 5.6  109 5.4  109
236.3 4.5  109 4.3  109
287.5 3.8  109 3.6  109
341.4 3.5  109 3.3  109
392.7 3.2  109 3.1  109
443.7 3.0  109 2.9  109
494.6 2.8  109 2.7  109
546.7 2.6  109 2.5  109
597.8 2.5  109 2.4  109
647.7 2.5  109 2.4  109
700.2 2.4  109 2.4  109
Fig. 4 Temperature of the interface, T s, and the interface boundaries,
T i and To, (top) and temperature discontinuity, DT s, as a function of the
applied thermal bias (bottom). The applied bias is such that (TH + TC)/2 =
300 K. T srev in the top panel is the interface temperature in the case of
reverse thermal bias, i.e. negative DT.
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together and form a junction.15,25–28 The role of the interface itself in
the rectification, however, has thus far been neglected. Here we have
shown that rs depends univocally on T s. The latter, nonetheless,
depends on how the overall thermal bias TH  TC is split between
the two materials: the more their thermal resistances differ,
the farther T s will be from the mean temperature (TH + TC)/2 (see
ref. 28 for a simple model). Consequently, a different temperature
dependence of the thermal conductivity of the two materials results
also in a different T s upon forward or reverse bias. This is clearly
seen in Fig. 4, where we have plotted T s also in the case of a reverse
bias DT = 400 K: the interface temperatures are different, when
compared with the case of forward bias DT = 400 K, thus the
interface resistances rs(T s) will also be different and will contribute
to the thermal rectification.
Conclusions
In summary, we have shown that a Si–Ge solid–solid interface can
be regarded as an autonomous thermodynamic system, with inter-
face properties that depend solely on the interface temperature. On
the basis of structural relaxation it was possible to identify the
interfacial region as a 16.6 Å thick layer in the Si adjacent to the
chemical junction between Si and Ge. The interface temperature
is obtained from the average kinetic energy of this region. The
results follow from application of the thermodynamic driving
forces as defined in nonequilibrium thermodynamics for this
region. We have also shown that the commonly used Kapitza
resistance can be related to the thermal boundary resistance
rigorously derived within nonequilibrium thermodynamics.
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